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Abstract
Biorthogonal polynomials P(i; j)n include as particular cases vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension d and −d(d2N ).
We pay special attention to the cases of dimension 1 and −1. We discuss the problem of computing P(i; j)n using only one
or several recurrence relations. Furthermore, we deduce all recurrence relations of a certain type that give P(i; j)n from two
other biorthogonal polynomials. The coecients that appear in any two independent relations satisfy some identities from
which it is possible to establish QD-like algorithms. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we begin by recalling the notion of biorthogonal polynomials P(i; j)n [2]. These
polynomials are dened from a general sequence of linear functionals fLigi=0;1;:::, that only have to
be linearly independent. Biorthogonal polynomials are in the base of a generalisation of Pade-type
approximants for a series of functions [2]. Vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension d and
−d (d2N ) are particular cases of biorthogonal polynomials obtained making suitable hypothesis
on the functionals Li. In fact, all the sequence fLigi=0;1;::: is determined from d functionals.
Vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension d [11] appear in the construction of vector Pade
approximants that are rational approximants of d functions given by their Maclaurin series [10,12].
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Vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −d [5] arise naturally in the determination of rational
approximants of d Laurent series [14].
The computation of biorthogonal polynomials can be made using only one recurrence relation.
We discuss the implementation of that relation, and we give the detail of the elements that have to
be calculated and stored in the memory. The total amount of these elements grow quickly, so some
problems of space of memory and time of execution can arise.
Another possibility is to use simultaneously several recurrence relations in order to store in the
memory a xed number of polynomials. This technique was employed with success in the devel-
opment of a program for the computation of the table of Pade approximants [1].
Using an exhaustive method, we deduce all recurrence relations of a certain type between three
biorthogonal polynomials. But, we realise that, in the general case, it is not possible to chain the
relations. Otherwise, if we consider these relations in the cases of vector orthogonal polynomials
of dimension 1 and −1, we can apply alternatively several relations in order to compute some
sequences or even the table of the corresponding polynomials, storing in the memory a xed number
of polynomials.
Four of the 12 relations that we get for biorthogonal polynomials have already been found in [2],
using the Sylvester and Schweins’s identities of determinants. In fact, only two of these relations
are independent, and it is possible to deduce the others from these two.
The coecients that appear in any two independent relations are connected by two identities
from which we can establish algorithms to get the corresponding coecients. We call them QD-like
algorithms, because some of them look like the QD-algorithm for orthogonal polynomials [16]. It
is possible to establish several versions of the algorithms and write them in direct and progressive
forms.
The implementation of QD-algorithms presents the same problems as the computation of biortho-
gonal polynomials from one recurrence relation. There is a signicant amount of elements to compute
and store that grows quickly.
2. Biorthogonal polynomials
Let fLigi=0;1;::: be a sequence of linear functionals on the space of complex polynomials, and let
fxigi=0;1;::: be the canonical basis.
We dene the following determinants:
N (i; j)n+1 (x) =

Li(x j)    Li(x j+n)
     
Li+n−1(x j)    Li+n−1(x j+n)
1    xn

;
D(i; j)n =

Li(x j)    Li(x j+n−1)
     
Li+n−1(x j)    Li+n−1(x j+n−1)

:
Let us suppose that we are in the normal case, that is,
D(i; j)n 6= 0; 8i; j; n2N0:
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This condition is equivalent to the condition
fLigi=0;1;::: is an independent linear family;
since fxigi=0;1;::: is an independent linear family [8].
Let us dene the so-called adjacent biorthogonal polynomials from the equality
P(i; j)n (x) = N
(i; j)
n+1 (x)=D
(i; j)
n : (1)
It is easy to see that P(i; j)n is a monic polynomial of degree n that satises the n following
biorthogonality conditions:
Lp(x jP(i; j)n (x)) = 0; p= i; : : : ; i + n− 1: (2)
In the normal case, every monic polynomial of degree n that satises these conditions is equal
to P(i; j)n .
This denition was given by Brezinski [2].
From (1), we obtain the following equalities:
Li−1(x jP(i; j)n ) = (−1)nD(i−1; j)n+1 =D(i; j)n ;
Li+n(x jP(i; j)n ) = D
(i; j)
n+1=D
(i; j)
n ;
P(i; j)n (0) = (−1)nD(i; j+1)n =D(i; j)n :
Then, in the normal case
Li−1(x jP(i; j)n ) 6= 0; Li+n(x jP(i; j)n ) 6= 0 and P(i; j)n (0) 6= 0; (3)
which means that the biorthogonality conditions of P(i; j)n can not be extended to p = i − 1 nor
p= i + n, and that the independent term of these polynomials does not vanish.
3. Particular cases
3.1. Vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension d (d2N)
Let L0; : : : ; Ld−1 be d linear functionals on the space of complex polynomials, and let us dene
the functionals of a greater order as follows:
Lp(xk) = Ldq+r(xk) = Lr(xk+q);
where p>d and q and r are the quotient and the remainder of the division of p by d.
Let us write the determinants N (i; j)n+1 (x) and D
(i; j)
n in this particular case.
We begin by calculating the quotient qi and the remainder ri of the division of i by d, and the
quotient q and the remainder r of the division of n− d+ ri by d : i= dqi + ri; where 06ri <d and
n= d− ri + dq+ r; where 06r <d:
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We obtain
N (i; j)n+1 (x) =

Lri(x
j+qi)    Lri(x j+qi+n)... ...
Ld−1(x j+qi)    Ld−1(x j+qi+n)
L0(x j+qi+1)    L0(x j+qi+n+1)... ...
Ld−1(x j+qi+1)    Ld−1(x j+qi+n+1)... ...
L0(x j+qi+q)    L0(x j+qi+q+n)... ...
Ld−1(x j+qi+q)    Ld−1(x j+qi+q+n)
L0(x j+qi+q+1)    L0(x j+qi+q+n+1)... ...
Lr−1(x j+qi+q+1)    Lr−1(x j+qi+q+n+1)
1    xn

and D(i; j)n as the determinant constituted by the n rst rows and columns of N
(i; j)
n+1 (x).
We see that the biorthogonality conditions of P(i; j)n can be written as follows:
Lp(x j+qiP(i; j)n (x)) = 0; p= ri; : : : ; d− 1;
Lp(x j+qi+kP(i; j)n (x)) = 0; p= 0; : : : ; d− 1; k = 1; : : : ; q;
Lp(x j+qi+q+1P(i; j)n (x)) = 0; p= 0; : : : ; r − 1:
If ri=0, then D(dqi; j)n H ( j+qi)(d;n) and P(dqi; j)n P( j+qi)(d;n) , where H ( j+qi)(d;n) are the generalized Hankel deter-
minants in the sense of Van Iseghem [11] and fP( j+qi)(d;n) gn>0 is the family of the monic
(j+qi)-adjacent vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension d (d2N ), with respect to fLrgr=0;:::;d−1.
These polynomials were dened and studied by Van Iseghem [11], who showed that they satisfy
a Shohat{Favard theorem and that the family fP(k)(d;n)gn>0 satises a recurrence relation of order d+1,
and that the two families fP(k)(d;n)gn>0 and fP(k+1)(d;n) gn>0 are related by a vector QD-algorithm. Other
relations involving d+2 polynomials can also be found (see [13]). These polynomials are used in
the construction of vector Pade approximants, that are rational approximants to d functions given
by their Maclaurin developments (see [10,12]).
3.1.1. Vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension 1
In the case d = 1, we start from only one linear functional LL0. Functionals of greater order
are dened as follows:
Lp(xk) = L(xk+p); p; k 2N0:
Lp is usually denoted by L(p).
In this particular case, the determinant N (i; j)n+1 (x) becomes
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N (i; j)n+1 (x) =

L(xi+j)    L(xi+j+n)
...
...
L(xi+j+n−1)    L(xi+j+2n−1)
1    xn

and D(i; j)n is the determinant constituted by the n rst rows and columns of N
(i; j)
n+1 (x), as usual.
We realize that D(i; j)n is the Hankel determinant H
(i+j)
n , and that the biorthogonality conditions of
P(i; j)n are as follows:
L(xi+j+pP(i; j)n ) = L
(i+j)(xpP(i; j)n ) = 0; p= 0; : : : ; n− 1:
We conclude that P(i; j)n P(i+j)n , where fP(i+j)n gn>0 is the family of the monic (i + j)-adjacent
orthogonal polynomials with respect to L, that is the family of the monic orthogonal polynomials
with respect to L(i+j) (see [1]).
If i= j = 0, P(0;0)n P(0)n Pn; where fPngn>0 is the family of monic orthogonal polynomials with
respect to L:
3.2. Vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −d(d2N)
Let L0; : : : ; Ld−1 be d linear functionals on the spanfxl; l2Zg, and let us dene the linear func-
tionals Lp on the space of complex polynomials as follows:
Lp(xk) = Ldq+r(xk) = Lr(xk−q); p; k 2N0;
where q and r are the quotient and the remainder of the division of p by d.
We remark that in this case, we use upper indexes in the rst d functionals.
Let us write the determinants N (i; j)n+1 (x) and D
(i; j)
n in this particular case.
As in Section 3.1, we write i=dqi+ ri; where 06ri <d and n=d− ri+dq+ r; where 06r <d.
We obtain
N (i; j)n+1 (x) =

Lri(x j−qi)    Lri(x j−qi+n)
...
...
Ld−1(x j−qi)    Ld−1(x j−qi+n)
L0(x j−qi−1)    L0(x j−qi+n−1)
...
...
Ld−1(x j−qi−1)    Ld−1(x j−qi+n−1)
...
...
L0(x j−qi−q)    L0(x j−qi−q+n)
...
...
Ld−1(x j−qi−q)    Ld−1(x j−qi−q+n)
L0(x j−qi−q−1)    L0(x j−qi−q+n−1)
...
...
Lr−1(x j−qi−q−1)    Lr−1(x j−qi−q+n−1)
1    xn

and D(i; j)n as the determinant constituted by the n rst rows and columns of N
(i; j)
n+1 (x).
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We see that the biorthogonality conditions of P(i; j)n can be written as follows:
Lp(x j−qiP(i; j)n (x)) = 0; p= ri; : : : ; d− 1;
Lp(x j−qi−kP(i; j)n (x)) = 0; p= 0; : : : ; d− 1; k = 1; : : : ; q;
Lp(x j−qi−q−1P(i; j)n (x)) = 0; p= 0; : : : ; r − 1:
If ri = 0, then D(dqi; j)n H [ j−qi](−d;n) and P(dqi; j)n P[ j−qi](−d;n) , where fP[ j−qi](−d;n)gn>0 is the family of monic
(j − qi)-adjacent vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −d (d2N ), with respect to
fLrgr=0;:::;d−1.
These polynomials were dened and studied by Brezinski and Van Iseghem [5], who showed that
they satisfy a Shohat{Favard theorem, that the family fP[k](−d;n)gn>0 satises a recurrence relation of
order d+1, and that two families fP[k](−d;n)gn>0 and fP[k−1](−d;n)gn>0 are related by a vector QD-algorithm.
These polynomials are used in the construction of rational approximants to d functions given by
their Laurent developments (see [14]).
3.2.1. Vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −1
In this case, we have only one linear functional LL0 dened on spanfxl; l2Zg. The linear
functionals Lp on the space of complex polynomials are dened as follows:
Lp(xk) = L(xk−p); p; k 2N0:
The determinants N (i; j)n+1 (x) and D
(i; j)
n become
N (i; j)n+1 (x) =

L(x j−i)    L(x j−i+n)
...
...
L(x j−i−n+1)    L(x j−i+1)
1    xn

and D(i; j)n is the determinant constituted by the n rst rows and columns of N
(i; j)
n+1 (x).
We see that the biorthogonality conditions of P(i; j)n can be written as follows:
L(x j−i−pP(i; j)n ) = 0; p= 0; : : : ; n− 1:
These polynomials only depend on the dierence j − i and thus P(i; j)n P[ j−i]n , where fP[ j−i]n gn>0
is the family of monic (j− i)-adjacent vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −1 with respect
to L. We denote D(i; j)n by H
[ j−i]
n , and we remark that j − i2Z .
These polynomials were dened and studied by Brezinski [3], who showed that they satisfy a
Shohat{Favard theorem, a Christoel{Darboux-type formula and several recurrence relations. Brezin-
ski and Redivo Zaglia [4] have written the recurrence relation of order two in the nonnormal case.
4. Computing biorthogonal polynomials from one recurrence relation
Let us treat the problem of computing biorthogonal polynomials.
Of course, we should not use directly expression (1), that gives P(i; j)n as a ratio of determinants.
Remember that the computation of a determinant of dimension n costs nn! multiplications. We must
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deduce recurrence relations that, with suitable initial conditions, allow to compute recursively some
polynomials from the others.
Given the linear functionals fLigi=0;1;:::, the computation of the sequence fP(i; j)n gn=0;1;:::, with the
indexes i and j xed, can be done from the initial conditions
P(i; j)0 (x) = 1; 8i; j2N0; (4)
using only the following relation:
P(i; j)n (x) = xP
(i; j+1)
n−1 (x) +
Li+n−1(x j+1P
(i; j+1)
n−1 )
Li+n−1(x jP
(i; j)
n−1 )
P(i; j)n−1 (x): (5)
This relation was deduced by Brezinski [2], from expression (1), using the Sylvester’s identity
for determinants.
The problem is that, using only one relation, a lot of elements that do not interest us have to be
computed. More precisely, the computation of the n + 1 polynomials fP(i; j)k ; k = 0; : : : ; ng requests
the computation of the following elements that we dispose in the n+1 arrays corresponding to the
dierent values of k.
These arrays have a total amount of
Pn+1
i=1 i
2  O(n3=3) elements. We remark that this number
depends on n.
The initial conditions (4) and relation (5) can be easily implemented in the Mathematica language
[9,15], in a recursive way as follows:
bp[i ; j ; 0; var ] := bp[i; j; 0; var] = 1;
bp[i ; j ; n ; var ] := bp[i; j; n; var]=
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var  bp[i; j + 1; n− 1; var]−
lf [i + n− 1; var ^ (j + 1)  bp[i; j + 1; n− 1; var]; var]=
lf [i + n− 1; var ^ j  bp[i; j; n− 1; var]; var]
bp[i; j; n− 1; var];
where we take, for example
lf [i ; body ; var ] := lf [i; body; var] = Function[var; body][− 1=(i + 1)]
as the denition of the linear functional Li(f) = f(−1=(i + 1)).
Given the above Mathematica denitions, in order to compute fP(1;2)k ; k=0; : : : ; 20g, for example,
we simply write
Do[ bp[1; 2; k; x]; fk; 0; 20g ]:
This kind of Mathematica denitions [15, p. 225] uses the following principle: every element
that is called, is calculated by the recurrence denition, and is stored permanently in the memory,
in case it is needed later. In this example, all the elements corresponding to the arrays P0; : : : ; Pn are
calculated and stored in the memory permanently. In this manner, Mathematica never repeats the
same computation, but lls in the memory with elements, such that eventually it does not need any
more to continue the computations. Furthermore, if the number of elements to store grows too fast,
an error, \out of memory", can be quickly produced.
So, we should use a kind of implementation that, in each step, makes out the dierence between
the elements that will be needed in the sequel of computations, and the elements that can disappear.
This principle was employed by da Rocha [6,7] to make an iterative implementation of some
recurrence relations of biorthogonality that are similar to the one we treat here. Using this principle
the number of elements to store is about O(n2).
5. Computing biorthogonal polynomials from several recurrence relations
In this section, our idea is to use simultaneously several recurrence relations in order to calculate
some sequences of biorthogonal polynomials storing in the memory a xed number of polynomials.
The rst step to do that is to deduce other relations.
Let us represent P(i; j)n in the space by the point of co-ordinates (i; j; n).
We say that the two polynomials P(i1 ; j1)n1 and P
(i2 ; j2)
n2 , i1; j1; n1; i2; j2; n2 2N0 are consecutive adja-
cent biorthogonal polynomials or neighbouring biorthogonal polynomials if and only if ji1 − i2j61,
jj1 − j2j61 and jn1 − n2j61:
Let us nd all recurrence relations that allow the calculation of P(i; j)n from two of its consecutive
adjacent polynomials. That is, we look for all the relations of the following type:
P(i; j)n (x) = f1(x)P
(i1 ; j1)
n1 (x) + f2(x)P
(i2 ; j2)
n2 (x); (6)
where the indexes i1 and i2 can only take the values i−1, i or i+1; the indexes j1 and j2 can only
take the values j − 1, j or j+ 1; the degrees n1 and n2 can only take the values n− 1, n or n+ 1;
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and the factors f1 and f2 are as follows:
f1(x) =
k2X
m1=−k1
am1x
m1 ; f2(x) =
k4X
m2=−k3
bm2x
m2 ; k1; k2; k3; k4 2N0:
It is obvious that the three polynomials that appear in relation (6) must be dierent.
In the normal case, this relation exists if and only if the right-hand side of (6) represents a monic
polynomial of degree n, that satisfy the biorthogonality conditions (2).
Let us see how to determine the coecients am1 and bm2 , and the indexes i1; i2; j1; j2; n1 and n2.
We begin by writing down the biorthogonality conditions
k2X
m1=−k1
am1Lp(x
j+m1P(i1 ; j1)n1 ) +
k4X
m2=−k3
bm2Lp(x
j+m2P(i2 ; j2)n2 ) = 0; p= i; : : : ; i + n− 1: (7)
Fixing the indexes i1, i2, j1, j2, n1 and n2, these conditions form a system of n homogeneous,
linear equations with respect to k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 + 2 unknowns fam1gk2m1=−k1 and fbm2gk4m2=−k3 .
If j1=j+m1 and j2=j+m2, the biorthogonal conditions of P(i1 ; j1)n1 and P
(i2 ; j2)
n2 can be employed, and
the number of equations of system (7) become xed, that is, does not depend on n. If j1 6= j +m1
or j2 6= j + m2, then in the general case, the biorthogonality conditions of P(i1 ; j1)n1 or P(i2 ; j2)n2 can not
be employed, and system (7) will have a number of equations that is not xed. To suppose that
this system is consistent is equivalent to supposing additional conditions on the functionals Lis. We
exclude this eventuality, because we want to work in the general case.
So, we require that j1 = j+m1 and j2 = j+m2. This implies that, xing j1 and j2, 9!m1 : am1 6= 0
and 9!m2 : bm2 6= 0. Furthermore, as j1 and j2 can only take the values j−1, j and j+1, the values
of m1 and m2; such that am1 and bm2 do not vanish, much be chosen among −1; 0 and 1. So,
f1(x) = axm1 and f2(x) = bxm2 ;
where a and b do not vanish, and m1 and m2 are equal to −1, 0 or 1.
Then, relation (6) and the biorthogonality conditions (7) become as follows:
P(i; j)n (x) = ax
m1P(i1 ; j+m1)n1 (x) + bx
m2P(i2 ; j+m2)n2 (x); (8)
aLp(x j+m1P(i1 ; j+m1)n1 ) + bLp(x
j+m2P(i2 ; j+m2)n2 ) = 0; p= i; : : : ; i + n− 1: (9)
It remains to determine a; b; i1; i2; m1; m2; n1 and n2:
Let us begin by xing the degrees n1 and n2: There are several cases to consider:
1. The two degrees are equal to n− 1: n1 = n2 = n− 1:
2. The two degrees are equal to n: n1 = n2 = n:
3. The two degrees are equal to n+ 1: n1 = n2 = n+ 1:
4. One of the degrees is equal to n and the other is equal to n−1: for example n1 =n; n2 =n−1:
5. One of the degrees is equal to n and the other is equal to n+1: for example n1 =n; n2 =n+1:
6. One of the degrees is equal to n + 1 and the other is equal to n − 1: for example n1 =
n+ 1; n2 = n− 1:
In each case, the values of n1 and n2 enable us to determine the possible values of m1 and m2, in
such a way that the right-hand side of (8) will represent a polynomial of degree n. For each pair
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of possible values of m1 and m2, the fact that P(i; j)n , P
(i1 ; j+m1)
n1 and P
(i2 ; j+m2)
n2 are monic enable us to
x one of the coecients a or b, or even both.
It remains to determine the indexes i1 and i2 and perhaps one of the coecients a or b, if they
have not already been determined.
Let us consider now all the possible values of the indexes i1 and i2:
The biorthogonality conditions of P(i1 ; j+m1)n1 and P
(i2 ; j+m2)
n2
Lp(x j+m1P(i1 ; j+m1)n1 ) = 0; p= i1; : : : ; i1 + n1 − 1;
Lp(x j+m2P(i2 ; j+m2)n2 ) = 0; p= i2; : : : ; i2 + n2 − 1;
imply that the biorthogonality conditions (9) are veried for p= p1; : : : ; p2, where
p1 = maxfi1; i2g and p2 = minfi1 + n1 − 1; i2 + n2 − 1g:
From all the possible values of i1, i2, n1 and n2, we know that p1>i − 1 and p26i + n+ 1:
Let us see that the cases p1 = i − 1, p2 = i + n and p2 = i + n+ 1 are not possible.
If p1 = i − 1 or p2 = i + n, then we get
Li−1(x jP(i; j)n ) = 0 or Li+n(x
jP(i; j)n ) = 0;
which is impossible, since we are in the normal case (see (3)).
If p2 = i+n+1; which is equivalent to i1 = i2 = i+1 and n1 =n2 =n+1; then m1 and m2 must be
dierent, otherwise P(i1 ; j+m1)n1 P(i2 ; j+m2)n2 , which is impossible. Then, we have three possibilities for
the values of the indexes m1 and m2, namely one of the index is equal to −1 and the other is equal
to 0, for example m1 =−1 and m2 = 0; one of the index is equal to −1 and the other is equal to 1,
for example, m1 =−1 and m2 = 1; and nally one of the index is equal to 0 and the other one is
equal to 1, for example m1 = 0 and m2 = 1: It is easy to see that in all these cases, the right-hand
side of (8) represents a polynomial of degree greater than n, which is impossible.
Then, p1>i and p26i + n− 1:
If p1=i and p2=i+n−1, then the biorthogonality conditions (9) are veried, and the corresponding
relation (8) exists.
If p1 6= i or p2 6= i + n− 1, the biorthogonality conditions corresponding to
p= i; : : : ; p1 − 1 or p= p2 + 1; : : : ; i + n− 1
are not ensured.
If one of the coecients a or b remains to be determined, it must satisfy the system formed
by the biorthogonality conditions corresponding to these values of p. If this system is impossible,
relation (8) does not exist.
With this exhaustive procedure, we nd 12 relations that we number in the order of their appear-
ance as, F1; : : : ; F12.
There are no other relations of this type.
The coecients that appear in Fk are denoted by C
(i; j; n)
(k; l) ; l=1; 2, where i, j and n are the indexes
of the polynomial that gure in the left-hand side of Fk . If Fk has only one coecient, it is denoted
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by C(i; j; n)k .
F1: P(i; j)n (x) = xP
(i; j+1)
n−1 (x) + C
(i; j; n)
1 P
(i; j)
n−1 (x);
C(i; j; n)1 =−
Li+n−1(x j+1P
(i; j+1)
n−1 )
Li+n−1(x jP
(i; j)
n−1 )
=−D
(i; j+1)
n D
(i; j)
n−1
D(i; j+1)n−1 D
(i; j)
n
:
F2: P(i; j)n (x) = xP
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x) + C
(i; j; n)
2 P
(i+1; j)
n−1 (x);
C(i; j; n)2 =−
Li(x j+1P
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 )
Li(x jP
(i+1; j)
n−1 )
=−D
(i; j+1)
n D
(i+1; j)
n−1
D(i+1; j+1)n−1 D
(i; j)
n
:
F3: P(i; j)n (x) = C
(i; j; n)
(3;1)
1
x P
(i−1; j−1)
n+1 (x) + C
(i; j; n)
(3;2)
1
x P
(i; j−1)
n+1 (x);
C(i; j; n)(3;1) =
D(i; j)n+1D
(i−1; j−1)
n+1
D(i−1; j−1)n+2 D
(i; j)
n
; C(i; j; n)(3;2) =−
D(i; j−1)n+1 D
(i−1; j)
n+1
D(i−1; j−1)n+2 D
(i; j)
n
:
F4: P(i; j)n (x) = C
(i; j; n)
4 (P
(i−1; j)
n+1 (x)− P(i; j)n+1 (x));
C(i; j; n)4 =
D(i−1; j)n+1 D
(i; j)
n+1
D(i; j)n D(i−1; j)n+2
:
F5: P(i; j)n (x) = P
(i−1; j)
n (x) + C
(i; j; n)
5 P
(i; j)
n−1 (x);
C(i; j; n)5 =−
Li+n−1(x jP(i−1; j)n )
Li+n−1(x jP
(i; j)
n−1 )
=−D
(i−1; j)
n+1 D
(i; j)
n−1
D(i−1; j)n D(i; j)n
:
F6: P(i; j)n (x) = P
(i+1; j)
n (x) + C
(i; j; n)
6 P
(i+1; j)
n−1 (x);
C(i; j; n)6 =−
Li(x jP(i+1; j)n )
Li(x jP
(i+1; j)
n−1 )
=
D(i; j)n+1D
(i+1; j)
n−1
D(i+1; j)n D(i; j)n
:
F7: P(i; j)n (x) = C
(i; j; n)
(7;1) P
(i−1; j)
n (x) + C
(i; j; n)
(7;2) xP
(i; j+1)
n−1 (x);
C(i; j; n)(7;1) =
Li+n−1(x j+1P
(i; j+1)
n−1 )
Li+n−1(x j+1P
(i; j+1)
n−1 )− Li+n−1(x jP(i−1; j)n )
=
D(i; j+1)n D
(i−1; j)
n
D(i; j)n D(i−1; j+1)n
;
C(i; j; n)(7;2) =
Li+n−1(x jP(i−1; j)n )
Li+n−1(x jP
(i−1; j)
n )− Li+n−1(x j+1P(i; j+1)n−1 )
=−D
(i−1; j)
n+1 D
(i; j+1)
n−1
D(i; j)n D(i−1; j+1)n
:
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F8: P(i; j)n (x) = C
(i; j; n)
(8;1) P
(i+1; j)
n (x) + C
(i; j; n)
(8;2) xP
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x);
C(i; j; n)(8;1) =
Li(x j+1P
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 )
Li(x j+1P
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 )− Li(x jP(i+1; j)n )
=
D(i; j+1)n D
(i+1; j)
n
D(i; j)n D(i+1; j+1)n
;
C(i; j; n)(8;2) =
Li(x jP(i+1; j)n )
Li(x jP
(i+1; j)
n )− Li(x j+1P(i+1; j+1)n−1 )
=
D(i; j)n+1D
(i+1; j+1)
n−1
D(i; j)n D(i+1; j+1)n
:
F9: P(i; j)n (x) =
1
x P
(i−1; j−1)
n+1 (x) + C
(i; j; n)
9
1
x P
(i; j−1)
n (x);
C(i; j; n)9 =
D(i−1; j)n+1 D
(i; j−1)
n
D(i−1; j−1)n+1 D
(i; j)
n
:
F10: P(i; j)n (x) =
1
x P
(i; j−1)
n+1 (x) + C
(i; j; n)
10
1
x P
(i; j−1)
n (x);
C(i; j; n)10 =
D(i; j)n+1D
(i; j−1)
n
D(i; j−1)n+1 D
(i; j)
n
:
F11: P(i; j)n (x) = C
(i; j; n)
11 (xP
(i; j+1)
n (x)− P(i−1; j)n+1 (x));
C(i; j; n)11 =
D(i; j+1)n D
(i−1; j)
n+1
D(i−1; j+1)n+1 D
(i; j)
n
:
F12: P(i; j)n (x) = C
(i; j; n)
12 (xP
(i; j+1)
n (x)− P(i; j)n+1 (x)) ;
C(i; j; n)12 =
D(i; j+1)n D
(i; j)
n+1
D(i; j+1)n+1 D
(i; j)
n
:
Relations F1, F2, F5 and F6 have already been found by Brezinski [2] using the Sylvester and
Schweins’s identities of determinants.
We remark that these relations are not independent.
In fact, it is easy to prove that
F1 , F10 , F12; F2 , F9 , F11; F6 , F5 , F4 and F8 , F7 , F3:
Thus, we divide the relations F1; : : : ; F12 in four groups, namely fF1; F10; F12g, fF2; F9; F11g, fF6; F5; F4g
and fF8; F7; F3g, and we choose F1, F2, F6 and F8 as representatives of each set of relations. This
is an arbitrary choice.
Furthermore, the four groups of relations are not independent.
In fact, we can prove that
F1 and F2 ) F6 and F8; F1 and F6 ) F2 and F8;
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Fig. 1. Trying to chain two independent relations.
F1 and F8 ) F2 and F6; F2 and F6 ) F1 and F8;
F2 and F8 ) F1 and F6; F6 and F8 ) F1 and F2:
In conclusion, there are only two independent relations.
We are going to show that it is not possible to compute any sequence of biorthogonal polynomials
using alternatively several recurrence relations.
Let us denote by Fi and Fj any two independent relations. In Fig. 1, we represent the combinations
of any two independent relations. As it is easy to see, we can never apply Fi, Fj and after Fi, in order
to obtain new polynomials. In other words, it is not possible to chain two independent relations.
Starting from the initial conditions P(i; j)0  1; 8i; j2N; we realize that F1 and F2 are the only
relations that allow to get a polynomial of degree greater than 0, that is, they are the only relations
that allow to leave the initial plane n= 0.
We represent by p and q the polynomials in the left-hand side of F1 and F2, and we represent
by r and s the polynomials in the right-hand side of those relations, respectively.
Applying the 12 relations F1; : : : ; F12 to the polynomials p; q; r and s, we get
F3 : (s; r)! p; F6 : (q; r)! s; F9 : (s; q)! p; F12 : (r; p)! q;
F4 : (s; r)! q; F7 : (p; s)! r; F10 : (r; q)! p; F1 : (p; q)! r;
F5 : (q; s)! r; F8 : (p; r)! s; F11 : (s; p)! q; F2 : (p; q)! s:
We realise that we are in a cycle formed by the polynomials p; q; r and s, and that it is not
possible to get other polynomials.
So, we conclude that, in the general case of biorthogonal polynomials, the idea of using simul-
taneously several recurrence relations does not produce any interesting sequences of polynomials.
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Nevertheless, in the particular cases of vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension 1 and −1,
this idea can be applied with success.
6. Recurrence relations for vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension d and −d (d 2N )
We can easily write the formulas obtained in the preceding section in these particular cases. In
each relation, we must convert the polynomials and write the new expressions of the coecients.
If d> 1, the formulas that relate only vector orthogonal polynomials are F1; F10 and F12, because
all the left upper indexes of the polynomials that appear in these formulas are equal. Remember
that in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we write i= dqi + ri, and ri must vanish in order to get P(i; j)n P( j+qi)(d;n)
and P(i; j)n P[ j−qi](d;n) , respectively.
In the case of dimension d, D(dqi; j)n H ( j+qi)(d;n) H (m)(d;n) and P(dqi; j)n P( j+qi)(d;n) P(m)(d;n), so C(dqi; j; n)k 
C( j+qi ; n)k C(m;n)k , for the 3 cases k = 1; 10; 12:
In the case of dimension −d, D(dqi; j)n H [ j−qi](−d;n)H [m](−d;n) and P(dqi; j)n P( j−qi)(−d;n) P[m](−d;n), so
C(dqi; j; n)k C( j−qi ; n)k C [m;n]k , for the 3 cases k = 1; 10; 12:
In both cases, F1 is one of the relations that determine the vector QD-algorithm (in the case of
dimension d see [11], in the case of dimension −d see [5]).
When d= 1, the twelve relations F1; : : : ; F12 exist.
In the case of dimension 1, D(i; j)n H (i+j)n H (m)n and P(i; j)n P(i+j)n P(m)n , so C(i; j; n)(k; l) C(i+j; n)(k; l)
C(m;n)(k; l) . In Fig. 2, we represent the twelve relations. The star  indicates the polynomial that
appears in the left-hand side of the formulas, and the dots  indicate the polynomials that are in
the right-hand side. The polynomials P(m)n are placed as usual, that is the lower index n is constant
on a vertical line, and the upper index m is constant on a descending diagonal. Some of these
relations corresponding to the polynomials ~P
(m)
n (x) = x
nP(m)n (1=x), in the normal case, have been
used by Brezinski [1], to compute the table of Pade approximants storing in memory only three
approximants at each time.
In the case of dimension −1, D(i; j)n H [ j−i]n H [m]n and P(i; j)n P[ j−i]n P[m]n , so C(i; j; n)(k; l) 
C [ j−i; n](k; l) C [m;n](k; l) . In Fig. 3, we represent the twelve relations, where the polynomials P[m]n are placed
as P(m)n . We remark that, we do not get exactly the same relations as in the case of orthogonal
polynomials. On the other hand, from these relations, it is possible to deduce other ones easily. In
Fig. 4, we show that using alternatively two relations, it is possible to compute several sequences of
vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −1, storing in the memory only three polynomials at
Fig. 2. Relations between three consecutive adjacent orthogonal polynomials.
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Fig. 3. Relations between three consecutive vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −1.
Fig. 4. Computing sequences of P[m]n , using alternatively two recurrence relations.
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each time. We can also use the set of relations to compute the table of P[m]n , storing a xed number
of polynomials in the memory. A similar situation occurs in the case of dimension 1.
7. QD-algorithms
In this section, we deal with the coecients C(i; j; n)k that appear in F1; : : : ; F12.
As we have done with the relations, we divide the coecients into four groups, namely fC1; C10;
C12g; fC2; C9; C11g; fC6; C5; C4g and fC8; C7; C3g:
When we prove, for example, that F1 , F10 , F12, we obtain
C(i; j; n)10 =−C(i; j−1; n+1)1 ; C(i; j; n)1 =−1=C(i; j; n−1)12 ; C(i; j; n)1 =−C(i; j+1; n−1)10 ;
C(i; j; n)12 =−1=C(i; j; n+1)1 ; C(i; j; n)10 = 1=C(i; j−1; n)12 ; C(i; j; n)12 = 1=C(i; j+1; n)10 :
These identities mean that it is possible to write each of the coecients C1; C10 and C12 in terms
of each of the other two.
A similar situation occurs, since we proved the equivalences between the other recurrence rela-
tions.
In conclusion, we can say that in each set of coecients, every coecient can be written in terms
of each of the other two.
As we have done with the relations, let us chose C1; C2; C6 and C8 to represent the groups of
coecients.
With respect to the implications between the relations, when we prove, for example, that F1 and
F2 ) F6 and F8, we obtain
C(i; j; n)6 = C
(i; j; n)
2 − C(i+1; j; n)1 ; (10)
C(i; j; n)(8;1) = C
(i; j; n)
2 =C
(i+1; j; n)
1 ; (11)
C(i; j; n)(8;2) = 1− C(i; j; n)2 =C(i+1; j; n)1 : (12)
Then, we can say that all the coecients that belong to the third and fourth sets can be written
in terms of C1 and C2.
When we prove the other implications, we obtain similar results.
So, we conclude that, every coecient can always be expressed in terms of another two, if the
three of them belong to dierent sets.
Now, let us show that there is a connection between every two coecients belonging to two
dierent sets. In other words, the coecients that appear in any two independent relations are
connected. More precisely, these coecients are related by two identities.
Let us search, for example, the identities between C1 and C2. For that, using F1 and F2 in two
dierent ways, we deduce two relations between the same biorthogonal polynomials, then matching
the corresponding factors, we get the identities we want.
We write P(i; j)n+1 as a polynomial combination of P
(i+1; j+2)
n−1 ; P
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 and P
(i+1; j)
n−1 ; using the following
two procedures:
1. From F1, we get
P(i; j)n+1 (x) = xP
(i; j+1)
n (x) + C
(i; j; n+1)
1 P
(i; j)
n (x):
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Replacing in this relation P(i; j+1)n and P
(i; j)
n by their expressions given by F2; namely
P(i; j+1)n (x) = xP
(i+1; j+2)
n−1 (x) + C
(i; j+1; n)
2 P
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x)
and
P(i; j)n (x) = xP
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x) + C
(i; j; n)
2 P
(i+1; j)
n−1 (x);
we get
P(i; j)n+1 (x) = x
2P(i+1; j+2)n−1 (x) + (C
(i; j; n+1)
1 + C
(i; j+1; n)
2 )xP
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x) + C
(i; j; n+1)
1 C
(i; j; n)
2 P
(i+1; j)
n−1 (x):(13)
2. From F2, we get
P(i; j)n+1 (x) = xP
(i+1; j+1)
n (x) + C
(i; j; n+1)
2 P
(i+1; j)
n (x):
Replacing in this relation P(i+1; j+1)n and P
(i+1; j)
n by their expressions given by F1; namely
P(i+1; j+1)n (x) = xP
(i+1; j+2)
n−1 (x) + C
(i+1; j+1; n)
1 P
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x)
and
P(i+1; j)n (x) = xP
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x) + C
(i+1; j; n)
1 P
(i+1; j)
n−1 (x);
we get
P(i; j)n+1 (x) = x
2P(i+1; j+2)n−1 (x) + (C
(i+1; j+1; n)
1 + C
(i; j; n+1)
2 )xP
(i+1; j+1)
n−1 (x)
+C(i+1; j; n)1 C
(i; j; n+1)
2 P
(i+1; j)
n−1 (x): (14)
From relations (13) and (14), we write the three highest terms of P(i; j)n+1 in the canonical base; we
get, respectively,
P(i; j)n+1 (x) = x
n+1 + (a(i+1; j+2; n−1)n−2 + C
(i; j; n+1)
1 + C
(i; j+1; n)
2 )x
n
+(a(i+1; j+2; n−1)n−3 + a
(i+1; j+1; n−1)
n−2 (C
(i; j; n+1)
1
+C(i; j+1; n)2 ) + C
(i; j; n+1)
1 C
(i; j; n)
2 )x
n−1 +    (15)
and
P(i; j)n+1 (x) = x
n+1 + (a(i+1; j+2; n−1)n−2 + C
(i+1; j+1; n)
1 + C
(i; j; n+1)
2 )x
n
+(a(i+1; j+2; n−1)n−3 + a
(i+1; j+1; n−1)
n−2 (C
(i+1; j+1; n)
1
+C(i; j; n+1)2 ) + C
(i+1; j; n)
1 C
(i; j; n+1)
2 )x
n−1 +    ; (16)
where a(i; j; n)k represents the coecient of x
k in the development of P(i; j)n in the canonical base.
Matching the corresponding factors in (15) and (16), we obtain the identities between C1 and C2
C(i; j; n+1)1 + C
(i; j+1; n)
2 = C
(i+1; j+1; n)
1 + C
(i; j; n+1)
2 ;
C(i; j; n+1)1 C
(i; j; n)
2 = C
(i+1; j; n)
1 C
(i; j; n+1)
2 : (17)
From these identities, it is easy to write those corresponding to every pair of coecients belonging
to two dierent sets (see [7]). We give some examples.
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Writing the coecients C2, that appear in (17), in terms of C1 and C6, using (10), we get
C(i; j; n+1)1 + C
(i; j+1; n)
6 = C
(i+1; j; n+1)
1 + C
(i; j; n+1)
6 ;
C(i; j; n+1)1 C
(i; j; n)
6 = C
(i+1; j; n)
1 C
(i; j+1; n)
6 : (18)
And, writing the coecients C1, that appear in (17), in terms of C2 and C8, using (11) and (12),
we get
C(i−1; j; n+1)2 C
(i; j+1; n)
(8;1) = C
(i; j+1; n)
2 C
(i−1; j; n+1)
(8;1) C
(i; j+1; n)
(8;2) + C
(i; j; n+1)
2 C
(i; j+1; n)
(8;1) C
(i−1; j; n+1)
(8;1) ;
C(i−1; j; n+1)2 C
(i; j; n)
(8;1) = C
(i−1; j; n+1)
(8;1) C
(i; j; n+1)
2 : (19)
From the preceding identities, let us establish algorithms to obtain the corresponding coecients.
From the denitions of C(i; j; n)(k; l) , we see that when n=0 or 1, they are written in a simple manner
in terms of the moments of the functionals Li (D
(i; j)
0  1, by convention). So C(i; j;0)(k; l) or C(i; j;1)(k; l) are the
natural initial conditions to consider.
From identities (18), it is easy to get the following QD-algorithm that allows to obtain fC(i; j; k)1 gk=1;2;:::
and fC(i; j; k)6 gk=1;2;::::
C(i; j;1)1 =−
Li(x j+1)
Li(x j)
; C(i; j;1)6 =
Li+1(x j+1)
Li+1(x j)
− Li(x
j+1)
Li(x j)
;
C(i; j; n+1)1 = C
(i; j+1; n)
6 C
(i+1; j; n)
1 =C
(i; j; n)
6 ;
C(i; j; n+1)6 = C
(i; j; n+1)
1 + C
(i; j+1; n)
6 − C(i+1; j; n+1)1 :
We name this algorithm QD, by analogy with the QD-algorithm of Rutishauser [16].
From identities (19), we can dene the following QD-like algorithm, that allows to obtain
fC(i; j; k)2 gk=1;2;:::; fC(i; j; k)(8;1) gk=1;2;::: and fC(i; j; k)(8;1) gk=1;2;::::
C(i; j;1)2 =−Li(x j+1)=Li(x j);
C(i; j;1)(8;1) = [[Li(x
j+1)=Li+1(x j+1)]Li+1(x j)]=Li(x j);
C(i; j;1)(8;2) = 1− C(i; j;1)(8;1) ;
C(i; j; n+1)2 = [[[C
(i; j+1; n)
2 =C
(i; j+1; n)
(8;1) ]C
(i; j+1; n)
(8;2) ]C
(i; j; n)
(8;1) ]=C
(i; j; n)
(8;2) ;
C(i; j; n+1)(8;1) = C
(i; j; n+1)
2 C
(i+1; j; n)
(8;1) =C
(i+1; j; n+1)
2 ;
C(i; j; n+1)(8;2) = 1− C(i; j; n+1)(8;1) :
It is easy to establish algorithms corresponding to all the other pairs of coecients, and we can
even consider dierent forms for each algorithm and sometimes write them in direct or progressive
form (see [7]). The benet of using a progressive form is that, usually, its numerical stability
properties are better.
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We give below an example of an algorithm written in the progressive form, for the computation
of the coecients fC(i; j; k)6 ; k6ng; fC(i; j; k)(8;1) ; k6ng and fC(i; j; k)(8;2) ; k6ng:
C(i; j; n+1)6 ; C
(i; j; n+1)
(8;1) and C
(i; j; n+1)
(8;2) are the initial conditions for n xed; 8i; j2N0;
C(i; j; n)6 = C
(i−1; j−1; n+1)
6 =C
(i−1; j−1; n+1)
(8;2) − C(i; j−1; n+1)6 C(i; j−1; n+1)(8;1) =C(i; j−1; n+1)(8;2) ;
C(i; j; n)(8;2) = C
(i; j+1; n)
6 C
(i−1; j; n+1)
(8;2) =C
(i−1; j; n+1)
6 ;
C(i; j; n)(8;1) = 1− C(i; j; n)(8;2) :
In these algorithms, the order of the arithmetical operations is important for numerical stability
reasons and they have to be performed on the computer exactly in the order of the formulae.
As we have done for biorthogonal polynomials in Section 4, it is easy to implement these kind
of algorithms using the recursive denitions of the Mathematica language. The comments we have
made there are also valid here.
In order to give some more detail, let us suppose, for example, that we want to get fC(0;0; n)1 ; C(0;0; n)6 ;
n=1; : : : ; nmaxg. The application of the corresponding algorithm requires these coecients for other
values of the upper indexes. So all these elements have to be calculated and stored in the memory.
As the number of these coecients grow fast with n, we can quickly produce an error \out of
memory". In conclusion, if we need to give large values to nmax, these QD-algorithms should be
implemented in such a way that the elements that will not be needed in the sequel disappear from
the computer memory.
It is easy to write the particular expressions of the QD-algorithms in the cases of vector orthogonal
polynomials of dimension 1 and −1.
8. Conclusion
The computation of biorthogonal polynomials, in its full generality, that is, when it is supposed
only that the sequence fLigi=0;1;::: is linearly independent, implies some problems of space of memory
and time of execution. In fact, as it is not possible to use simultaneously several recurrence relations,
the computation of biorthogonal polynomials should be made using only one relation. So, it is
important to make a careful implementation of that relation in such a way that the space of the
memory employed and the operations performed will be minimized.
We can make analogous comments about the implementation of the QD-algorithms for biorthog-
onal polynomials.
On the other hand, if we consider particular cases of vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension
1 and −1, which correspond to add hypothesis on the functionals Li, the use of several relations
allows an economic computation of the corresponding polynomials. The same situation can arise in
other particular cases, see, for example [3].
The several QD-algorithms that it is able to establish seem quite dierent under the point of view
of numerical stability, namely in their direct and progressive forms. A deeper study of this question
should be carried out.
We think that the case of vector orthogonal polynomials of dimension −1 deserves a careful
study including the development of programs for the computation of these polynomials and the
implementation of the corresponding QD-algorithms.
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